I U V E N T A S
Soukromé gymnázium a Střední odborná škola, s.r.o.

TEMATICKÝ PLÁN
PŘEDMĚT:

ANGLICKÝ JAZYK

ŠKOLNÍ ROK:

2016/2017

TŘÍDA:

PedL 3

FORMA STUDIA:

DENNÍ

ČASOVÁ DOTACE:

3 hodiny týdně

1.POLOLETÍ

Grammar: modal verbs, reflexive verbs, adjectives with no article
Vocabulary: sport, traditions
Speaking: accent, pronunciation of vowels and consonants, pronunciation of group
of consonants
Listening: PET listening
Reading: PET reading
Writing: description, assumption, surprise
Great idea
Grammar: past continuous vs. past simple
Vocabulary: phrases with get, journey planning
Speaking: Describing past activities
Listening: Science fiction story
Reading: What did they invent?
Writing: Story about an invention
He ran faster
Grammar: comparative and superlative adjectives and adverbs, intensifiers with
comparatives
Vocabulary: antonyms, sports Reading: Australia almost the champions
Speaking: making comparisons, apologizing
Listening: Olympic medalists
Reading: Australia almost the champions
Writing: Report about a sport event
Our world
Grammar: will/won’t, might/may, if/unless + first conditional, subordinate clauses,
relative clauses
Vocabulary: the environment, traffic, media
Speaking: Discussing environmental problem
Speaking: invitation, short message, congratulation
Listening: Water as a natural resource
Reading: Bicycle revolution
Writing: website article about your town, application

2.POLOLETÍ

Holiday or vacation
Grammar: questions tags, present perfect simple, just/already/yet
Vocabulary: British vs. American English
Speaking: Checking information, asking about habit, exchanging information
Reading: Canada and the USA
Listening: Conversation about things recently done
Writing: email about a holiday
Growing up
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Grammar: present simple passive, let/be allowed to
Vocabulary: family, family celebrations, social life
Listening: Story from Papua New Guinea
Speaking: Retell a story, describing a ceremony, describing a person’s age, talking
about people’s age
Reading: Where boys become crocodile men
Writing: magazine article about a special day
Have fun!
Grammar: present perfect simple, for vs. since
Vocabulary: verb and noun pairs, education
Reading: The power of humour
Listening: Song Don’t worry be happy
Writing: Email about how you have fun
Disaster!
Grammar: past simple passive, a/an/the or zero article, possessive, personal and
indefinite pronouns, indirect questions
Vocabulary: Disaster
Reading: A flying disaster
Listening: interview: a famous hurricane
Speaking: expressing emotions, hobbies and free time activities
Writing: a newspaper story about a forest in fire
Conversation topic: languages and learning
Revision of the whole school year.
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